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Abstract

In a one-generation fermion condensate scheme of electroweak symmetry breaking, it is proven that at

finite temperature T below the symmetry restoration temperature Tc, a massive Higgs boson and three

massless Nambu-Goldstone bosons could emerge from the spontaneous breaking of electroweak group

SUi(2) x Uy(l) —> UQ(1) if the two fermion flavors in the one generation are mass-degenerate, thus the

Goldstone Theorem is rigorously valid in this case. However, if the two fermion flavors have unequal

masses, owing to "thermal fluctuation", the Goldstone Theorem will be true only approximately for a

very large momentum cut-off A in zero temperature fermion loop or for low energy scales. All possible

pinch singularities are proven to cancel each other, as is expected in a real-time thermal field theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is an interesting problem to research the Nambu-Goldstone Mechanism [1] of spontaneous breaking

of a continual symmetry at finite temperature. Such research can provide us a more deep understanding

of the symmetry breaking at high temperature and a direct check of the thermal field theory's formal-

ism itself. The most important mark of spontaneous breaking of a continual symmetry is the existence

of Nambu-Goldstone bosons. Therefore, to verify such existence will be the key of our research. In a

simple model with UL{N) X £/fl(iV)-invariant four-fermion interactions, we have proven in the real-time

formalism of thermal field theory [2] that the Nambu-Goldstone mechanism works indeed [3]. In this pa-

per, we will consider a more realistic model — one-generation fermion condensate scheme of electroweak

symmetry breaking [4], and the extension to many generation cases [5] is direct. We will again take the

real-time formalism of the thermal field theory and confine ourselves to the leading fermion bubble graph

approximation.

The paper is arranged as follows. In Sect.2 we present the model, give its Lagrangian and derive the

gap equation at finite temperature. In Sects. 3, 4 and 5 we will respectively calculate propagators of

the scalar, the pseudoscalar and the charged-scalar bound states at finite temperature, determine their

masses and discuss the pinch singularity problem which is especially related to the real-time formalism

of the thermal field theory. Finally, in Sect.6 we come to our conclusions.

II. ONE-GENERATION FERMION CONDENSATE MODEL AND GAP EQUATION

In this model of electroweak symmetry breaking, we have one generation of Q-fermions forming a

SUL(2) x C/y(l) doublet (U,D) and are assigned in the representation R of the color group SUC(Z)

with the dimension CIQ(R). The symmetry breaking is induced by the effective four-fermion interactions

among the Q-fermions below some high momentum scale A which, in the real-time thermal field theory,

are described by the Lagrangian [2,4,5]

Cfp + £fF + C%F (2.1)

The neutral scalar couplings

a=lQ,Q'

9Q'Q = 9H'WQQ> Q,Q'=U,D, (2.2)

where a = 1 denotes physical fields and a = 2 ghost fields. The physical fields and the ghost fields interact

only through the propagators. The neutral pseudoscalar couplings
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and IQ denotes the third component of the weak isospin of the Q-fermions. The charged scalar couplings

2f
a = l

F ± = —r=\cos(p — simp± {cosip + sin 1/5)75],

> cos2 <p = guu/G, sin2 <p = gDD/G. (2.4)

We indicate that Lagrangian (2.1) is the real-time thermal field theory version of the following zero-

temperature four-fermion Lagrangian for n = 1 [5]

£°F = f
where

f [ifsf + (4>%) + 2 0 r ] , (2.5)

4>% = cosip(UU){1) +sin<p(DD){1),

are respectively the configurations of the physical neutral scalar, neutral pseudoscalar and charged scalar

bound states which are expressed by physical fermion fields with a = 1. In zero temperature field theory,

one assumes that CfF will lead to the vacuum expectation value YIQ=UD 9QQ((QQ) ) ¥" 0 a n d this will

induce spontaneous breaking of electroweak group. At finite temperature T and in the real-time formalism

of thermal field theory, we will assume the thermal expectation value Y^,Q=U,D 9QQ((QQ) )T ^ 0> where

only the physical fields (a = 1) are considered [6]. We thus obtain the mass of the Q-fermion

mQ{T,n)=mQ = -1-9Q% £ g1
(j,

2
Q.((Q'Qt)w)T (2.7)

which will lead to the relation

and the gap equation at finite temperature T

1= E 9QQlQ (2.9)
Q=U,D

with

(27T)4
* - 2n6(l2 - m2

Q) sin2 8(1°,MQ) (2.10)
' ~ "*o -t- It



where we have used the thermal propagator of fermion in the matrix form

'iSn(l,mQ), iS12(Lmo)\ fi/iV-mo + ie), 0
0,

sin20(/°, sin

with the chemical potential IIQ of the Q-fermion and the denotations

= °JL1 + ^ " ' I (2.12)
exp[/3{l° - fiQ)\ + 1 exp[/3(-l° + nQ)} + 1 v ;

and P = 1/T. The gap equation (2.9) could be satisfied merely at lower temperature T than Tc, where Tc

is the critical temperature above which Eq.(2.9) is no longer valid thus electroweak symmetry retoration

is implied [6,7]. In view of this, in the following discussions we will assume T < Tc so that the gap

equation (2.9) can always be used.

III. SCALAR BOUND STATE MODE

The propagators for fermionic bound states correspond to the four-point Green functions of the

fermions. Since there exist two types of four-fermion interaction vertices (a = 1,2) in the real-time

thermal field theory, the four-point Green functions will also be a matrix with the row and the column

denoted by the index a. The four-point functions for the transition from {QQ) to (Q'Q'y can be

denoted by F* 6<?a(p), then from Eq.(2.2), they will obey the following linear algebraic equations [5]

(3.1)

where p is the four-momentum of the bound state, —2iN^ represents the contribution of the Q-fermion

loop with an a-type and a c-type scalar coupling vertex [Eq.(2.2)], i.e.

NQ
a(p) = -MR) / —4tr[»S0"(/1mQ)iSoc(J+p,m<3)].

2 J (2TT)

Equations (3.1) have the solutions

(3.2)

rfbQa(p) =
2As(p) 9Q'Q

c62 ,Q = U,D, 6 , a = l , 2 , (3.3)

where the coefficient determinant of Eqs. (3.1)

(3.4)

The propagator for the physical scalar bound state <$j expressed in Eq.(2.6) is



sin2

The problem is reduced to the calculation of NQb(p). By using the formula

YTTe = x^TT2" ~in6{x)

and through direct but rather lengthy derivation we obtain

- 4m2
Q)RQ(p),

where

M 2 A2 +

with the four-dimension Euclidean momentum cut-off A,

- p2x(l - x)

HQ(p) =
(2TT) 2?2 2-m2

Q] +e2

In
2|

exp[/3(w(5( - ^ Q ) ] + 1 exp[/?(u/Q( + /XQ)] + 1J '

= 4n2dQ(R) f ~$^6(l2 - m2
Q)6[(l +p)2 - m2

Q][sm2 6(1° + p°,
(2nY

+ cos2 6(1° + p°, fiQ) sin2 9(1°, /ZQ)]

cos2

and

= 2n2dQ(R)
(2TT)

p)2 -

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3-9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

In Eq.(3.9) the limit e —> 0 will be taken only after the total calculations are completed. Substituting

Eq.(3.7) into Eq.(3.5) and using the gap equation (2.9) and the relation

- m2 iST* 2 /o -101

derived from Eq.(2.8), we obtain



ie)m2
Q[KQ(p) + HQ(p)-iSQ(p)}

- 4m2)m2
QRQ{p)f

!L,Q{P2 — 4m2 - i£)niQ \KQ{JP) + HQ(P) + iSQ(p)} J '

The mass squared m2,0 is determined by the pole's position of F* s (p) i.e. by the equation

? - 4m2
Q)m2

Q[KQ(p) + HQ(p)) I + i ^ ( p 2 - 4m2
3)m2

35Q(p) I = | ^ ( p 2 - 4m2
Q)m2

QRQ(p)

(3.14)

We notice that when A2 > > MQ,

— larctan A
x

 t , if XQ > 1,
(3.15)

Hence KQ(P) is real and positive-definite. The same conclusion is true with HQ(P) and SQ(P) since the

integrands in Eqs.(3.9) and (3.10) are real and positive, but not applicable to RQ{P). In addition, we

have the inequalities

SQ(p) ± RQ(p) = 47r2dQ(R) [ -pr^Sil2 - m2
Q)6[(l + pf - m2

Q] sin2[0(Z° + p°, /xQ) ± 6(1°, /,<,)] > 0.

(3.16)

Let

Y ^22 = h, Y2
Q Q

Q ~h, ^ m ^ 5 Q ( p ) = s , ^ m ^ Q ( p ) = f. (3.17)
Q Q Q Q

then Eq.(3.14) can be rewritten as

[(* + h)p2 - 4(fc + ^)]2 + {sp2 - 4s)2 = (rp2 - 4f)2 (3.18)

It has the solutions

2 {(k + h)(k + h)+ss-rf]

^ ^ ) 2 + g
2

2 - - 2 i V / 2 (3.19)
) ] J

Eq.(3.19) shows that we could obtain two different m2,a. However, we indicate that first of all, in the

special case where only a single flavor Q-fermions exist (e.g. in the top-quark condensate scheme [8]) or



all the TTIQ are equal (mass-degenerate), the A will be identical to zero and we still have only a single

m^o. Next, in the general case, if the momentum cut-off A is large enough, then, considering Eq.(3.16),

we always have

(Jfe + hy » s2 - r2 > 0, (fc + h)2 » s2 - fl > 0, (k + h){k + h) » ss-rf,

thus A « 0. In fact, A ^ 0 can be explained as thermal fluctuation of the squared mass of cfy. In any

way, we may consider that physically the mass of ̂ 5 is determined by the equation

•h) + sS-rr\\
(k + hy + s2-r2

7\(s 4- r l / « — r 1 J- (5 4- r\(a — T-M

(3.20)
4(fc + h)(k + h)+ 2[(s + r)(s - f) + (5 + f)(s - r)]

(k + h)2 + s2-r2

Based on Eq.(3.16) we have s - r > 0 and s — f > 0, thus it is deduced from Eq.(3.20) that

2(m<5)min < m^o < 2(mQ)max, (3.21)

where (TOQ)min and (mQ)ma,x are respectively the minimal and the maximal mass among the Q-fermions.

The limitation (3.21) is formally the same as the one at zero temperature [5], but it should be understood

that m<2 = m.Q(T,fj,Q) is now the Q-fermion mass at T ^ 0.

When p -> 0, by Eq.(3.9) HQ(p) - 0 and by Eqs.(3.10) and (3.11) SQ(p) and RQ(p) contain the pinch

singularities. However, we obtain from Eq.(3.16) that

[SQ(P) ~ RQ{V)\ IP-O = 0 or (a - f) |p_0 = 0 (3.22)

and this will make the pinch singularities contained in the denominator of F^s (p) cancel each other. This

result is just expected in the real-time thermal field theory.

In addition, we also indicate that it is easy to verify by Eq.(3.3) that, similar to the zero temperature

case, for the orthogonal combination to ̂ 5

<t>% = -sin<p{UU){1) + cos <p[DD)m, (3.23)

its propagator F*s(p) = 0, i.e. the configuration 4>% does not exist. We only have the single neutral

scalar bound state (j>°s left.

IV. PSEUDOSCALAR BOUND STATE MODE

The calculation of the propagator for pseudoscalar bound state is similar to the one for scalar bound

state. The four-point function for transition from {Qi^Q)(a) to (Q'ijsQ')^ is denoted by r%'bQa, then

from Eq.(2.3) they will obey the linear algebraic equations [5]

? h ^ ^ ] ^ , b,a = 1,2.
c Q"

(4.1)



We have used the denotation

(27T)4
p,mQ)} (4.2)

and -2iN£?5(p) represents the contribution of the Q-fermion loop with an a-type and a c-type pseudoscalar

coupling vertex [Eq.(2.3)]. By comparing Eqs. (3.1) with Eqs. (4.1), it is easy to find that the solutions

of Eqs. (4.1) can be obtained from the solutions (3.3) by the substitutions

9Q'Q - 9Q'Q-

Thus

c61

Q

c62

Q

6a3\, Q',Q = U,D, 6,o = l,2, (4.3)

where

Q

The propagator of the physical neutral pseudoscalar bound state 4>°P defined in Eq. (2.6) is

r*°"(p) = cos2 ¥>rp~ltn(p) + sin2 vTplDl{p) ~

/2AP(p).

- (4-4)

Q

(4.5)

For the orthogonal combination 4>P to <pP, we have

(1) ) { 1 \= 0 , 4>°P= sm<p(Ui*y5U)(1) +costp{Di'y5D){1\ (4.6)

hence, only the single neutral pseudoscalar bound state <j>P exists. The calculations of N^5 in Eq. (4.2)

are similar to the ones of NQ1 in Eq. (3.2) and the results can be obtained by the substitutions

By means of the gap equation (2.9) and the relation (3.12) we obtain from Eqs. (4.5), (4.4), (4.7) and

(3.7) that

HQ{p)-iSQ{p)}-
Q Q

(4.8)

We notice that when p —> 0, h = 0 and s = r based on Eq.(3.21), the terms containing the pinch

singularities in the denominator of Eq. (4.8) will cancel each other and F*''(p) becomes finite. The



expression (4.8) shows that p2 = 0 is a single pole of the propagator T^ffj)) thus 4>°P is a massless neutral

pseudoscalar composite particle.

It is interesting to indicate that when p2 = 0, SQ(P) = RQ(P) = 0 in Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) since the

constraints I2 = TTIQ, (/ + p)2 = TUQ and p2 — 0 could not be submitted simultaneously and in addition,

based on Eq. (3.9) also HQ(J>) = 0, so we will have

I*?- (p) = -i J T m2
Q/(p2 + ie)k, if p2 -» 0 (4.9)

Q

which has the identical form of the propagator for the neutral pseudoscalar bound state at T = 0 [5],

except that the Q-fermion mass m,Q{T = 0) is replaced by 771Q(T,/JQ). The result implies that the mass

of <f>°p is not affected by a finite temperature completely.

V. CHARGED SCALAR BOUND STATE MODE

For the calculation of the propagator for charged scalar bound state, a new feature is that the fermion

loop is constituted by the propagators of the U- and D- fermions possibly with different masses. Denote

the four-point function for the transition from (UT~D)M to {DT+U(h) by T^L{p), then based on Eq.

(2.4), they will obey the linear algebraic equations

where

£ ^ l ) ( Q + 1 ) , b,a = 1 ,2 , (5.1)
e=l,2

2 / (1*1

2 v 7 (2TT)4

and — 2iLca(p) represents the contribution of the fermion loop composed of tZ-fermion and D- fermion

propagator with an a-type T+ coupling vertex and a c-type T~ coupling vertex. The solutions of Eqs.

(5.1) are

2E^(F) ) 6al - ([1 - GL»(p)]«M + GLl2(P)6bl) 6°2} , (5.3)

where

Ac(p) = [1 - GL»(p)][l + GL22(P)} + G2L12(p)L21(p) (5.4)

The propagator for physical charged scalar bound state <fi~ is

r*" (p) ̂  rjl(p) = iG/2 [l - GL"(p) + G 2 ^ g g M ] (5.5)

and for the orthogonal combination 4> to 4> we have

1
F* (p) = 0, (j>~ = —=U[coS(p + sirup + (cosip — s'mip)jb]D, (5.6)

since C^F does not contain the configuration <j>~. It is noticed that 4>~ and its hermitian conjugate

cj>+ have the same propagator and they become the only two charged scalar bound states. The direct

calculations give

9



= 1 E
--{L22{P)]\

L12(P) = - i

L2\P) = -^

where

2 _ {^l-ml)2

mt, + mi

2 (ml - m2
D)2

P ~
m u

[KUD(P) + HUD(P) - iSUD(p)} + l- \EUD(P) + i{m}2

RUD(P)

SUD(p)

4 T T 2

m2
Dx

In
A2 A2

M2
UD(P)\ '

= ml(l - x) + m2
Dx - p2x(l - x),

f dH f (l+p)*-m2
D

—p, m\j *•

6(l2-mfj) sin* 6(1°,

f [{I + p)2 - ml)\(l + p)2 - m2,] 2

/ (2TT)

{sin2 9(1°, w)cos2 0(/° + p°,/iD) + cos2 sin2 + p°,

RuD(p) = 2n2dQ(R)J
(2^)4

Considering the gap equation (2.6) we obtain from Eqs. (5.5) and (5.7) the propagator for <f>

T*~ (p) = - t / {(p2 + is) \KUD(p) + HUD(p) - iSUD(p)) + EUD(p) + iM2SUD(p)

(p2 - M2)2R2
UD(P) ,

with

(p2 - ie) \KUD(p) + HUD(p) + iSUD(p)} + EUD(p) - iM2SUD(p)

M2 = (ml - m2
Df I (ml + m2

D).

(5.7)

(5.8)

(5.9)

(5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12)

(5.13)

(5.14)

The mass of 0 (</>+) will be determined by the zero-point of the denominator of F* (p). An interesting

question is that under what conditions p2 —» 0 is the pole of F* (p) so that <p~ and cf>+ would become

massless bound states. Let us discuss this problem in two cases.

1) my = mD — m,Q. That is, the two fermion flavors in one generation are mass-degenerate. In this

case, we have KUD(p) = KQ(p), HUD(p) = HQ(p), SUD(p) = SQ(p), RUD(p) = RQ(p), EUD(p) = 0 and

M 2 = 0. Thus

10



(p) = -i/{p2 + ie) KQ(p) + HQ(p) - iSQ(p)-
R2

Q(p)
(5.15)

which has a similar form to the propagator (4.8) of pseudoscalar bound state except that now no sum

of Q with the weight TUQ exists. Therefore, it follows from Eq. (5.14) that p2 = 0 is the single pole of

F* (p) and <j>~ and <f>+ will be exactly massless charged bound states — the charged Nambu-Goldstone

bosons. In addition, similar to the case of P***, when p —> 0 the pinch singularities appearing in SQ(P)

and RQ(P) also cancel each other.

2) Tnu ¥" mD- In this case, we notice that no pinch singularity could appear. This may also be seen

from the expressions (5.11) and (5.12) of SUD{P) and RUD(P) in which <5(/2 - my)6[(Z +p)2 - m2
D] in the

integrands will be equal to be zero if p = 0 and my ^ mo. Therefore, we could calculate the propagator

for 4>~ on the condition that the ghost fields with a = 2 are omitted completely and obtain

= - » / {(P2 + ie) [KUD(P) + HUD{p) - iSUD{p)} + EUD(p) + iM2SUD{p)} (5.16)

Eq. (5.16) may be obtained approximately from Eq. (5.13) by assuming the momentum cut-off A in

KUD(P) is large enough to neglegt the terms containing R^D(p). The pole of r ^ (p) is determined by

the equation

2_ EUD(p) + iM2SUD(p)
P KUD(p) + HUD(p)-iSUD(p) V- '

Eq. (5.17) shows that at finite temperature it is possible that the single pole of F* (p) is not at p2 = 0

thus the masses of <j>~ and 4>+ are not equal to zeroes. However, it is seen from the right-hand side of

Eq. (5.17) that as long as the momentum cut-off A is large enough, the single pole of F* (p) could still

be approximately at p2 = 0. In particular, we notice that when p2 = 0 and p° = | P \ —+ 0, both E(JD(P)

and SUD(P) in the numerator of the right-hand side of Eq. (5.17) will approach zeroes. This means that

at low energy scale, 4>~ and </>+ could still be considered as massless bound states and identified with the

charged Nambu-Goldstone bosons.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have expounded electroweak symmetry breaking at finite temperature in one-generation fermion

condensate scheme in the real-time formalism of thermal field theory. It is proven by means of calcu-

lations of the propagators for bound states that, at the temperature T below the symmetry restoration

temperature Tc, it is always possible to obtain a massive neutral scalar bound state ^ 5 , a massless neutral

pseudoscalar bound state cjPp and two massless charged scalar bound states <f>~ and 4>+ if the two flavors

of the one generation of fermions are mass-degenerate. In this case, we can precisely identify $ | with

the Higgs boson and 0p, <jy^ with the three Nambu-Goldstone bosons which appear as the products of

the spontaneous breaking of electroweak group SUi{2) x Uy (1) -+ UQ{\). In other words, the Goldstone

Theorem is valid rigorously in the fermion mass-degenerate case. On the other hand, when the two

11



fermion flavors have unequal masses, we have seen that the Higgs boson will show double masses due to

the effect of "thermal fiactuation" except one of the two flavors being massless, and the two charged scalar

bosons ijyt will also not be exactly massless. However, we find that as long as the momentum cut-off A

of the zero-temperature sectors of the fermion loops is sufficiently large or one is dealing with low energy

scales of the bound states, then it is still possible approximately to obtain a single Higgs boson mass and

almost massless (ft*. In this case we can say that the Goldstone Theorem is only valid approximately at a

finite temperature. The well-known top-quark condensate scheme [8] certainly belongs to the latter case.

Whether the appearence of such situation originates from the real-time formalism itself of thermal field

theory deserves to be examined further. Nevertheless, our discussions have shown that all the possible

pinch singularities cancel each other and do not emerge from the final expressions and this is just the

result expected in a real-time thermal field theory.
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